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During the grant period we investigated hydrodynamical scaling and related issues for several models and the following results were obtained.

1. For the symmetric simple exclusion process we proved a large deviation principle for the empirical process, which is the random measure with equal weights at the trajectory of every particle. The law of large numbers asserts that this empirical measure converges to the distribution of the tagged particle in equilibrium. We obtain explicitly the rate function for the large deviation principle in terms of the bulk diffusion and the selfdiffusion coefficients of the model. We are currently writing these results up for publication.

2. In the process of proving the above result we needed to improve certain known results on the existence and uniqueness of weak solutions to the heat equation in divergence form, with time dependent coefficients. The diffusion coefficients only had some minimal smoothness and were in addition degenerate. We made these improvements and the results will be written up separately.

3. While we have recently gained considerable understanding of the Green-Kubo diffusion for non-gradient systems, from a technical point of view all the results so far have been for the case when the invariant measures are product measures. We have considered the general case of a lattice gas that has a Gibbs measure with strong mixing properties for its invariant measure. For the natural Kawasaki dynamics in this model we have established the validity of the Green-Kubo diffusion and provided a variational formula for the diffusion coefficient. These results are also being written up for publication.

4. We studied the self diffusion of a tagged particle in asymmetric mean zero simple exclusion model. We established convergence to Brownian motion under the usual rescaling.

5. Dr Sethuraman, another student examined the question of validity of the central limit theorem for additive functionals for different particle systems. In one and two dimensions the correlations decay slowly and the diffusive scaling does not work in general. He was able to establish the precise conditions under which they are valid.

6. Dr Venkatsubramani, another student studied the totally asymmetric simple exclusion model in one dimension. A known results establishes the weak solution of Burgers’ equation with the right entropy condition as the limit of the density fields under hydrodynamical scaling. However this needed the initial configuration to be randomly chosen with in a special way. The student’s result gets rid of this condition allowing arbitrary initial configurations.

7. Mr Alejandro Ramirez, a student who will graduate in 1996 has shown that one dimensional systems possess a mixing property that guarantees that any weak limit of the probability distribution at time $t$, as $t \to \infty$, is an invariant measure for the system. This simplifies and generalizes a result of Mountford.
The following articles were published or were submitted for publication based on the results obtained under the support of this grant.
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1. The Complex Story of Simple Exclusion, (to appear)
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The principal investigator was elected to the National Academy of Sciences as Foreign Associate and was awarded the George D. Birkhoff prize by AMS and SIAM.
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